T R A I N I N G PAC K AG E S TA R T E R
in partnership with

Ready, Set, Go!
$ 85 0
Don’t know what you don’t know? Perfect! Coaching
will set you up for success! You’ll have guidance to
implement a routine that will help your puppy’s
development in your partnership together.

Package includes:
Initial Consult: 1.5-hr session prior to puppy arrival
Once puppy arrives in your home: four 1-hr sessions

Guardian Partnership Program
Dogs are a unique texture in the fabric of our lives. A well-trained dog has a better life and brings even
more joy to the lives they touch. When breeding, it is critical to have a baseline level of joy and success. It
is vital to both the guardian family and breeder that the future genetics of each dog in a breeding program
have the utmost support in learning and development. Each puppy inherits a genetic framework from
which learning begins. 30% of a puppy’s identity is genetic and 70% is learned. A lack of consistency and
trauma can impact the genes of future generations. The learning begins at birth, but a portion of that is
inherited and can be inﬂuenced by the lifestyle and practices of the guardian home. A puppy’s most crucial
learning is during the first 16 weeks of their development, and often, pet parents aren’t versed in the
critical socialization and training needs of this time. That’s where we step in to support and guide you!
It is with great privilege that At Your Service Dogs offers a variety of packages to meet the needs
of guardian families. A well-trained dog gets to go on more fun adventures, and even more
included in your world because they have dependable and consistent behavior patterns. Not only
does training make for a better family companion, but it also allows for proper temperament
evaluations when considering breeding and identifying learned vs. genetic habits.
Because of this, Oregon Bordoodles has protocol in place for all guardians and their dogs.
Their carefully-selected breeding dogs are “free” to guardians, and in offering them at
a $3,000 discount, they require training and coaching. Having a highly-qualified trainer
with outstanding credentials to help navigate alongside you in the journey of raising
a well-rounded dog is absolutely priceless. A dog is for life. A very long life!

throughout puppy’s first 12-months of age; this is a chance
to discuss concerns, make a plan to resolve and modify
challenging habits, and develop a customized training plan
Once-a-month check-in by phone, as needed, to address
quick questions and check status of your homework
In-person assessment at 11-16 months of age

Micaela Kennedy
At Your Service Dogs Training
Certified Professional Dog Trainer (CPTD-KA)
Certified Animal Behaviorist (CAB)
Canine Good Citizen Evaluator & Instructor
Licensed, Bonded & Insured
503-714-5501 | trainer@aysdogs.com
Learn more at www.aysdogs.com
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Puppy Principles

Courteous Canine

Finest Fido

The Ultimutt

$2 5 0 0 | Board & Train 2.5 wks

$ 4 0 0 0 | Board & Train 4 wks

$ 55 0 0 | Board & Train 6 wks

$7 5 0 0 | Board & Train 8 wks

An opportunity to get your rest while

A tailored program to meet the needs

Even more layered tailoring to proof

Dog lives with trainer for eight weeks,

sleeping through the night! With a

of puppy development and socialization

needed commands and confidence. Puppy

between the age of 8-9 months—one

certified animal behaviorist tending to

for four weeks of optimal support.

lives with trainer for six weeks, between

of the most transitional times in their

the needs of your new family member,

This opportunity will enhance learning,

the age of 8-14 weeks. The extra two

life. We’ll polish basic obedience and

you can relax knowing that your puppy

proof training commands, and set the

weeks of training expand learning and

offer behavior modification during this

is learning the basics and experiencing

infrastructure to transfer skills and

increase success in various environments.

time. They’ll learn the framework of:

gentle exposure to the unknown world.

learning to your home environment.

They’ll learn the framework of:

They’ll learn the framework of:

They’ll learn the framework of:

• Crate training

• Crate training

• Sleeping through the night

• Crate training

• Crate training

• Sleeping through the night

• Potty training

• Potty training

• Sleeping through the night

• Potty training

• Name/Sit/Down/Come/Stay Impulse

• Name/Sit/Down

• Potty training

• Name/Sit/Down/Come/Stay Impulse

• Leash knowledge

• Separation anxiety prevention

• Name/Sit/Down/Stay Impulse

• Leash knowledge

• Car travel

• Bite inhibition/Resouce

• Leash knowledge

• Car travel

• Respectful, happy x-pen boundaries

• Car travel

• Respectful, happy x-pen boundaries

• Healthy socialization practices

• Separation anxiety prevention

• Healthy socialization practices

• Guardian practices

• Name response

• Guardian practices

• Expanded impulse control training

• Bite inhibition/Resouce

• Expanded impulse control training

• Additional obedience training

• Additional obedience training

• Expanded novel stimuli exposure/

guarding prevention

Package includes:
1.5-hr training session once
puppy arrives in your home
10-20-page summary report and homework
In-person assessment at 11-16 months of age
Discounted supply purchase—30% off,
paid for at time of puppy pick-up
(see supplies list for details)

guarding prevention

Package includes:

Package includes:

1.5-hr training session once

1.5-hr training session once

puppy arrives in your home

puppy arrives in your home

10-20-page summary report and homework

Weekly check-in (by phone or email)

In-person assessment at 11-16 months of age
Discounted supply purchase—30% off,
paid for at time of puppy pick-up
(see supplies list for details)

to guide you through first 6 weeks
of your puppy coming home
1-hr training session at 4-6 months of age
1-hr training session at 8-12 months of age
Five “Puppy Socials” at their training

With any of these four packages, additional training
support is 20% off for the lifetime of your dog!

location in Portland. This provides a
safe space for your puppy to socialize
with other dogs in a positive and
healthy way, and builds the confidence

Training Packages CONTINUED

and skills that last a lifetime!

behavior modification
• Confidence generalization

Package includes:
1.5-hr training session once
puppy arrives in your home
Weekly check-in (by phone or email)
to guide you through first 6 weeks
of your puppy coming home
Full assessment when dog is
between 11-14 months of age
Five “Puppy Socials” at their training
location in Portland. This provides a
safe space for your puppy to socialize
with other dogs in a positive and
healthy way, and builds the confidence
and skills that last a lifetime!

